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Neutrino oscillations
Weak interaction produces
neutrino (muon neutrino νµ

in this example).

Mass (energy) states propagate
with different velocities, causing
oscillation.

A neutrino interacts and
is detected. It may have
a new identity.

T2K experiment: νµ disappearance & νe appearance

This quantum mechanical phenomenon is possible
only if neutrinos are massive particles.
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Okey …, neutrinos have mass.
But what is mass?

1687

Isaac Newton

In Classical mechanics (normal life) the mass
determines:

▶ The gravitational force or weight.
▶ The force it takes to win over inertia and

give/change movement.

1905

Albert

Einstein

▶ In Relativity mass forbids a particle to go
at the speed of light. v = c

√
1−m2c4/E2

▶ It also creates a dilatation of time!
tparticle = thumains.mc2/E = 0 ??

Time for a massless particle is frozen and it cannot be
seen to transform. If we see neutrinos transform
(oscillate) they have mass.
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1928

Paul Dirac

In Particle physics:
▶ New quantum property of

the particles, called helicity
or handedness.

Right-handed

Le-handed

1964-2012

Englert & Higgs

▶ According to the Higgs mechanism, the
particles acquire mass by interacting with the
Higgs field. All particles change handedness
when they collide with the Higgs boson.

▶ This mechanism gives mass to particles provided
they have both right and le-handedness.

But experiments have shown that neutrinos are always Le-handed
and anti-neutrinos are always Right-handed. Therefore the
Standard Model predicts that neutrinos can never acquire mass.

There are several other questions that the SM does not
answer …
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In Ancient Greek philosophy (Socrates):
Ipse se nihil scire id unum scia - I know that I know nothing.
400 BC

1. Is mass turning neutrinos into antineutrinos? Or are there
right-handed neutrinos (which we have never seen)? Or both?

? ! ?

2. Why the neutrino masses are so small? But also …

3. Why does the observable universe have more maer than
antimaer? (Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe)

4. What is the Dark Maer made o?
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If neutrinos have mass
the Standard Model cannot be a complete theory …

… and this very probably
implies that new degrees of freedom are needed.
Right-Handed, Almost Sterile (very small couplings) Neutrinos
completely unknown masses (meV to ZeV), nearly impossible to
find.
…. but could perhaps explain all: ν-masses, DM, BAU.
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An important and growing
experimental program is
happening and planned.

▶ T2K
▶ HYPERK
▶ DUNE
▶ νStorm

▶ Daya Bay
▶ SHIP
▶ FCC-ee
▶ ….
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MICE - R&D towards Neutrino Factory and Muon Collider

▶ Step IV construction is nearly completed
and data-taking will start in 2016.

▶ On track to deliver demonstration of
ionization cooling by 2018.

Electron-Muon Ranger (EMR) - to separate electrons from muons

EMR at RAL

electron muon

Electrons can be identified with 98.6% efficiency using the EMR
alone. Published in 2015.
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Conclusion: Neutrinos have mass …

… and so far this is the only evidence for a new
physics beyond the Standard Model.

2015 Neutrinos will keep us busy making
discoveries during the next 100 years.

Perhaps you should translate
this in Latin.
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Backup
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Weak interaction produces
flavour eigenstates (νµ for
example).

|νµ⟩ =
U1µ|ν1⟩+
U2µ|ν2⟩+
U3µ|ν3⟩

Mass (energy) eigenstates
propagate with different
velocities.

|ν(t)⟩ =
U1µ|ν1⟩eiE1t+
U2µ|ν2⟩eiE2t+
U3µ|ν3⟩eiE3t

t ∝ L/E

The weak interaction (CC)
has to choose one of the
flavour eigenstates

|νe⟩ + N → e + X
|νµ⟩ + N → µ + X
|ντ ⟩ + N → τ + X

P(µ → e) = |⟨νe|ν(t)⟩|2
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Super-Kamiokande - Japan

MYON-
NEUTRINO

KOSMISK
STRÅLNING

ATMOSFÄR

SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE

Ljusdetektorer 
som ser Tjerenkov-
strålning.

1 000 m

Myonneutrino 
direkt från 
atmosfären.

Myonneutrino 
som passerat
genom jorden.

TJERENKOV-
STRÅLNING

SKYDDANDE 
BERG

40 m

SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE

NEUTRINER FRÅN 
KOSMISK STRÅLNING

KAMIOKA, JAPAN

Myonneutriner 
ger signaler
i vattentanken.

Illustration: © Johan Jarnestad/The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

SK detects atmospheric neutrinos. The muon-neutrinos that arrived at the
detector from above were more numerous than those that travelled
through the entire globe. This indicated that the muon neutrinos that
travelled longer had time to change into another identity on their way.
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Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) - Canada

Illustration: © Johan Jarnestad/The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

SUDBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY (SNO)

SNO

ONTARIO, CANADA

Electron-neutrinos 
are produced in the 
Sun center. 

2 100 m

18 m

CHERENKOV 
RADIATION

NEUTRINOS FROM
THE SUN

PROTECTING ROCK

HEAVY
WATER

Both electron neutrinos 
alone and all three types of 
neutrinos together give sig-
nals in the heavy water tank.

SNO detects neutrinos from the Sun, where only electron-neutrinos are
produced. It was discovered that the electron-neutrinos were fewer than
expected, while the total number of all three types of neutrinos combined
still corresponded to expectations. The conclusion was that some of the
electron-neutrinos had changed into another identity
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Neutrinos meet the Higgs boson

▶ According to the Higgs mechanism,
the particles acquire mass by
interacting with the Higgs field.

▶ All particles including electrons (e),
muons (µ) and top quarks (t),
change handedness when they
collide with the Higgs boson.

▶ But experiments have shown that neutrinos (ν)
are always Le-handed, therefore the Standard
Model predicts that neutrinos can never acquire
mass.
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